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Tackling the complexities of the Spanish language just got easier with the new sixth edition of

Avanzando. This traditional intermediate-level book covers both spoken and written Spanish

grammar to improve one's comprehension of the language. It incorporates updated vocabulary and

topics covering new technology. The grammar scope and sequence has also been updated to

provide more balance in length and difficulty.
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This textbook is a gem if your desire is to review complex grammatical structures in Spanish only

with thorough explanations and examples. I purchased this text many years ago from a university

bookstore that I was visiting and immediately purchased it after browsing through some of chapters.

The grammar review is complete with practice exercises and an answer key at the back of the book.

The reading sections are interesting themes. Some writings are from famous Latin-American poets

and authors. The reading sections also have comprehension exercises and vocabulary building

sections. The textbook is ideal for advanced students who wish to review concepts that have

already been studied and would be a suitable textbook for Intermediate students who wish to

advance to the next level in their studies. Keep in mind the grammar topics are not exhaustive but

covers traditionally difficult concepts in ten chapters. This text will surely clarify many common

grammatical doubts for advance speakers and present some new concepts to Intermediate

students.



I bought a used Avanzando Gramatica Workbook Spanish edition and can't understand why they

are sold if they are already written in them. "Used" should be simplified further for the buyers sake.

The buyer needs to know before it's bought and decide whether they want to buy them this way.

The one I bought had every single page written in, and was all in ink. I had no way of erasing it. I

was very unhappy with my purchase.

This book is very well organized with a broad review of grammar and very interesting cultural

articles concerning the spanish-speaking countries of the world.

It had been sent very rapidly, but I thought the book was better: torn corners, used pages, etc. but it

is enough for the use I have of this book though.

Great book to use to practice and study. I'd prefer new, but used is still helpful. I recommend to

anyone wanting to keep up spanish grammar skills.

very helpful book it was a course requirement and it was a great tool explained things to the detail

and very clearly.
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